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Abstract— In this paper we proposea novel method of sensor
planning for a mobile robot localization problem. We represent
causal relation betweenlocal sensingresults,actions, and belief
of the global localization using a Bayesiannetwork. Initially , the
structur e of the Bayesian network is learned fr om the complete
data of the envir onment using K2 algorithm combined with GA
(genetic algorithm). In the execution phase, when the robot is
kidnapped to someplace, it plans an optimal sensingaction by
taking into account the trade-off between the sensingcost and
the global localization belief which is obtained by inferencein the
Bayesiannetwork. We have validated the learning and planning
algorithm by simulation experiments in an office envir onment.

I . INTRODUCTION

The mobile robot navigation and localization is very tra-
ditional and fascinatingresearchtheme.Until now, a lot of
researcheshave beenfocusedon how to obtain an accurate
map, and then how to match the sensinginformation of the
robot to themapfor localization. However, in robot navigation,
sensorinformation is prone to errorsand a slight change of
the robot’s posedeteriorates the sensingresults.Therefore,
in the pastdecades, many probabilistic approacheshave been
proposedto copewith uncertainty andto improve robustness
of the localization[1]. However, less work hasbeendone in
sensorplanningfor the localization.

Fox et al.[2] proposed an Active Markov Localization
methodfor improving the efficiency in localization.However,
sincetheir systemis basedon the first order Markov process,
it can not representcomplex relation betweenactions,local
information, and global localization. Kristensen[3] proposed
a mobile robot sensorplanning approach basedon a top-
down decision tree algorithm. However, the utility based
Bayesian decision tree theory is too simple to catch the
causalrelationsbetweenlocal sensinginformationandglobal
localization.A multiplehypothesistracking approachhasbeen
usedin active global localization [4]. However, the Kalman
filter basedapproach must assumemodel of linear dynamics
with Gaussiannoise.Zhou et al.[5] proposedan algorithm to
reconstruct a

���
and use it to plan efficient sensingaction

for the mobile robot localization.Sincethe systemdealswith
partial environment information, the plannedsensingaction
may be locally optimal. Moreover, the causalrelations of the���

nodesweremanuallydesigned.
In this paper, we proposea sensorplanning method for mo-

bile robot localization.Initially, we representcausalrelations
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Fig. 1. (left) A graphto representthe topology of the environment.(right)
A path (from A to A) obtainedasa solution of Chinesepostmanproblem.

betweenlocal sensingresults,actions,andbelief of theglobal
localization in a Bayesiannetwork (

���
) structure.The BN

structure,as well as the parameters, is learnedautomatically
from theenvironment datausingK2 algorithmcombinedwith
GA (genetic algorithm). In the execution phase,when the
robot is kidnappedto someplace,it plansan optimal sensing
actionby takinginto account thetrade-off betweenthesensing
cost and the global localization belief which is obtained by
inference in the

���
[6].

I I . ENVIRONMENT INFORMATION GATHERING AND
���

CONFIGURATION
A. Path for Environment Information Gathering

We performed the simulation experiments in an office
environment (Fig. 9). Initially, to obtaincompleteenvironment
information, the robot must navigate in all of the corridors
and intersections.We employ a framework of the Chinese
postmanproblem[7]. The Chinesepostmanproblemrequires
finding the shortesttour in a graphwhich visits every edge at
leastonce.As shown in Fig. 1, we represent the topology of
the environmentas a graph and searcha path from � to �
usingthenext nodealgorithm [8]. Thentherobot navigatesin
all corridors and intersections along the pathandgathers the
environment information to be usedfor localizationtasks.

B. EnvironmentRepresentation and
���

Configuration

We defineasegment( ��� ) astheenvironment informationof
acorridor betweentwo neighboringintersections.Onesegment
involves four kinds of informationas follows:

1) Two intersectionlabels,
2) Landmarks on both sidesof the corridor betweentwo

intersections,



Fig. 2. Mapping the environmentinformation of two neighboring corridors
into nodesof �
	 .

3) Geometricfeatures of the intersectionssensedwhenthe
robot entersthe intersections,

4) Action taken by the robot whenit entersthe corridor.
In our system, we call the environment information of

two neighboring corridors an environment information set.
The information of every environment information set (for
example, label of an intersection,geometrical featureof an
intersection,etc.) correspondsto a value of nodes in

���
.

We definesensinginformationasobservable variables, and
labelsof intersectionsashypothesisvariablesof a

���
. Weput

togetherall of theenvironment informationof two neighboring
corridors andsave theminto a training database.Thedatabase
is used to learn the parameters and structure of

���
. For

example, the trainingdatabaseobtained from theenvironment
(Fig. 9) has138 datacases.The

���
(Fig. 4) is learnedfrom

thetraining database.In this case,the
���

has13 probabilistic
variables(nodes).As shown in Fig. 2, the nodes,Head,Mid,
Tail, aredefinedby labelsof theentrance intersection, middle
intersection,andexit intersectionof two neighboringcorridors,
respectively. In the experiments, the nodesHead, Mid, Tail
have twelve possiblevalues ( ��� � �������� ). The nodes Action1
andAction2denote the actionswhich the robot takeswhenit
entersheadandmiddle intersections, respectively. The action
nodeshave threepossiblevalues:forward, turn left, turn right.
The nodesHf, Mf,Tf correspondto geometric features (such
as a rangepattern) recognized by the robot when it enters
the entrance, middle, and exit intersections, respectively. As
shown in Fig. 2, thesenodeshave six possiblevalues: ���������
������� andso on. In Fig. 2, thereare four possiblelandmarks
(hollows) in two neighboring corridors, representedby the
nodes ������� �!�#"�� �%$&�'� �%$(" . In the experiments,we assume
that two hollows can appear on a side of a corridor, and the
hollowsareusedaslandmarks.Wedefinethelandmark in a list
(geometricfeature, local distance1). Thelandmark nodes have
four possiblevalues:“1 ) 4” which denotesfour layout types
of the landmark. In addition, we definea mediating variable
[6], Cn, by label of every dataset,has *#+-, values.

I I I . LEARNING
���

STRUCTURE FROM DATA���
is a directedacyclic graphthatrepresentsdependencies

betweenprobabilistic variables.An arc betweentwo nodes

1Thedistancebetween an intersection andits neighboring landmark,or two
neighboring landmarks
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of
���

represents the causal relation betweenthe nodes.
However, it is often difficult to determine the casualrelation
amongnodes.In our localization tasks,we usually do not
know which landmark hasdependency with theothernodes,so
wetakea

���
structurelearning approachinsteadof designing

the network structure manually.

A. 132 Algorithm Combinedwith GA

We apply a structure searchmethod basedon Bayesian
score,namedthe 132 algorithm [10], to learnthe causalrela-
tion betweenlocal environment information, robotaction, and
global localization. The Bayesianscoreis a joint probability4657�08 ��9;: between

���
structure(

��8
) anddatabase( 9 ). The

132 algorithmis a greedysearchalgorithm. Ref[10] describes
that thesearchspaceis too huge to evaluateall of thepossible
structures.To reduce the searchspace,the 132 algorithm uses
a constraint of ordering of nodes(i.e., the causalattributesof
a node shouldappearearlierin theorder). However, it is often
difficult to determine the order.

In our system, we employ a genetic algorithm(GA) to
searchthe bestordering asdescribed in Ref. [11]. Using this
ordering, 132 learnsthebest

���
structurefrom thedata.Then

the Bayesianscoreof 132 gives a fitnessvalue to <=� . The
combination of <=� and 132 iteratesuntil the averagefitness
is improved no further.

B. Exampleof
���

Structure Learning

Using the trainingdatabase,we attemptto learna structure
of

���
. Thepopulation sizeof the <=� is ,-> andthealgorithm

usescrossover and mutationoperations. Figure 3 shows the



convergenceof fitnessvaluewith *�>?> generations.Thedashed
line and@ solid line in the figureshow the average andthe best
fitnessscoresof eachgeneration, respectively. By combining
the 132 algorithm with the <=� search,we can obtain a
suboptimal ordering of the nodesand a semi-optimal

���
structureasshown in Fig. 4.

IV. SENSOR PLANNING FOR LOCALIZATION

A. Summaryof the SensorPlanning System

The execution phaseof the planning systemconsistsof the
following threesteps:

1) Infer ence for localization: Initially, a mobile robot
startsnavigation from an unknown position. While the
robot is sensingin a corridor, the

���
is usedto infer

theglobal localizationbelief whenever therobot obtains
new sensinginformation.

2) Prediction for sensorplanning: If thesensinginforma-
tion of this corridor is insufficient for localization, the
systempredictspossibleactionsandsensinginformation
to be obtainedby the actions.The sensorplanner runs
at the exit intersectionof the sensedcorridor.

3) Sensorplanning for localization: Thenthesensorplan-
ner usesthe predicted information to selectan optimal
sensingaction to perform active sensingby taking into
account of theglobal localization beliefandsensingcost.

B. Inferencefor Localization

The robot starts navigation from an unknown position
without sensor planning. The navigation basically uses a
potential method in a corridor. The robot gathers sens-
ing information events, including landmarks and geometric
featuresof intersections, in the current corridor. Then the
information events are given to the

���
as evidences to

infer global localization, i.e., which corridor the robot has
sensed.The probability of the corridor’s label is calculated
as

4657A�B�CED ��FHG D �JI C GLK�M N'O�P C GLQ B�DSR�B Q R GLQT� B#UVB QWP : using the���
.

We define belief of the global localization (TolBef) as
follows:

IXN�K ��B�Y;Z[5 *�\-2-:�] 5 � CV^_5&4657A�B�CED :J:`�a� C?^�57465 FHG D : :J: (1)

where � CV^�574657AaB#CED : : and � CV^_5&465 FHG D :J: arethemaximum
valuesof theprobability of node

A�B�CVD
and FHG D , respectively.4657A�B�CED : and

465 FHG D : arecalculatedby the
���

inference.
If IXN�K ��B�Ycb P d D * , the systemterminatesthe localization

process.Becausein this case the robot can estimate the
labelsof the corridors only by using the current environment
information, there is no need to perform sensorplanning.
Otherwise( IeN�K ��B�YHf P d D * ), the robot has to move to the
next corridor to perform active sensing.Therefore,the sensor
plannerselectsan optimal sensingactionfor the localization.

Sincethe
���

of our systemis not a treestructurebut has
loopsasshown in Fig. 4, we usethe Junction treealgorithm
[6] to infer probabilitiesof the nodes.

C. Predictionfor SensorPlanning

Thesensorplannerconsistsof two processes:(1) prediction
and (2) planning. The prediction processpredictssomepos-
sible actionsandsensinginformation expectedto be obtained
by theseactions.The prediction algorithm hasthe following
two steps:

(1) The first stepis to searchdatacases,i.e., valuesof the nodegeh
, in the database,whoseprobabilitis are not zerosbased

on the sensingevent obtainedfrom the just-sensedcorridor2.
That is, the systemstoresthe node

geh
’s values,which satisfy

the following condition, in a list i hTjlknmpo�qlrps�tuoJq`r�v�t�wxwxw y
.

z m&gXh|{ }�~ �L�'�(q`��������q����(q����(q��V}��������L�(}�q�y��k��-�
Basedon the results,we can estimatewhich datacasein the
recordedsensinginformationdatabaseis closerto theobtained
sensinginformation.

(2) Thesecondstepis to predictpossibleactions(
z��

) andsensor
information ( �W� )3 basedon the obtainedsensinginformation
( ���T� ) and the estimated

gXh
values. The prediction is per-

formedusing the following probabilities:
z m z�� { i hTj&t ���W� y��a�u�V�-��mp�?y

z m �W� { z�� t i hTj�t ���W� y��a�u�V�-� mp~�y
If the valuesof (a) and (b) exceeda certain threshold

�L�V�-�
,

we save the possibleactions in a list �Ei#� j � ¡ � , and save the
predictedsensorinformation in a matrix ¢�£&¤�¥ .

D. SensorPlanning Procedure

Through the prediction step,the systemobtains ¦¨§'©#ª7«&¬�© , a
list of possibleactionsandalsoa matrix of predictedsensing
information ¯®u°�± Z²5�R Q_��� R Q³"'������ R Q³´¨:¶µ , Each elementof
 ®u°�± representsa predictedsensorinformation list to be
obtained by a possibleaction (the elementof ¦¨§-©�ª&«7¬�©�: . Each
predicted sensorinformationlist of  ®u°�± is sortedin theorder
of sensingcost, i.e. the distancefrom the current intersection
to the locationof the sensorinformation.

Consequently, the sensorplanning processselectsan opti-
mal action from ¦¨§-©�ª7«&¬�© which allows the robot to acquire
enough sensingevents to decreaseambiguity of the global
localizationbeliefby takinginto account thetrade-off between
the sensingcostandthe global localization belief.

For example, an ¦¨§-©�ª&«7¬�© anda ·®u°�± areshown in Fig. 5.
The possibleactionsare “action1, action2, action3”, and the
integers on the right sideof Fig. 5 representexpectedsensor
informationto be obtained by the actions.In the Fig. 5, each
row of the ¸®u°�± is onesetof thepredictedsensorinformation
when taking the action on the left side. Every row of the
¹®u°�± is sortedin ascendingorderof thesensingcost,i.e., the
sensingcostof the right entry is larger thanthatof the left. In
the evaluation process,we usethe elementsof the  ®u°�± and
the possibleactionsto estimatethe labelsof the intersections,
and calculatethe sensingcost. Since the robot usessensing
informationof a setof two neighboring corridors, the TolBef

2Theprediction andplanning processesareperformedwhenthe robot is in
the middle intersection.

3It includeslandmarks andintersection’s geometric featuresexpectedto be
perceived when the robot takes the actions



shouldbedefined asthesumof themaximum probabilities of
the threeintersectionlabels.

IXN�K ��B�Y Z 5 *�\�+?:º] 5 � CV^_57465&A�B�CED :J:_�»� CV^_5&465 FHG D : :
�»� C?^�57465 I C GLK�: :J: (2)

Using the above possibleactionsand predicted sensorinfor-
mation, the systemperforms the sensorplanningwhich has
the following threesteps:

(1) The first step is to use the already-obtained sensinginfor-
mation, the possible action, and sensinginformation to be
obtainedby theaction,to infer (TolBef), thebeliefof theglobal
localization. In this step,we must evaluateevery action and
every set of sensorinformation (every row of ¢S£7¤�¥ in Fig.
5). For example,when we evaluate “action1” of Fig. 5 and
the corresponding sensorinformation of the three rows, the
proceduresareas follows ((a)¼ (d)):

a) Thesystemcreatesanemptylist ( ½¨¾ h�¿ºÀ`h
), andpushes

theleft-mostelementof thefirst row’ssensorinformation
into ½l¾ hT¿ÁÀ�h

.
b) Using the ½l¾ hT¿ÁÀ�h

, “action1” and obtainedsensorin-
formation to estimatethe Â }#r�Ãe���

basedon Eq.2 andÃXÄ
.

c)
IF TolBef > thd3

OR
all of the elements in this row
have been pushed into SenEvn,

THEN evaluation of the first
row’s sensor information
is finished.

ELSE
THEN the next element of the

first row’s sensor inf-
ormation is pushed into
SenEvn. GOTO b)

END IF
d) Using the procedure (a)¼ (c), the systemalso evaluates

the other two row’s sensorinformation corresponding
to “action1”. After the above proceduresare finished,
the number of sensorinformation sets (count), which
have beliefs of the localization Â }�r ÃX���»�H�L�V�'Å 4 will
be recorded.(count) representsto what degreethe robot
could determinethe location when it takes that action.

(2) The systemsumsup the sensingcost of every row’s sensor
information, which is usedin the first step(

gXÆ�¡ � ), and also
sums up the

gXÆE¡ � of each row (sensinginformation sets)
which satisfy Â }�r Ãe�������u�V�'Å

.
(3) Selectsan optimal action by an efficiency criterion, i.e., an

actionwhich hasthe largest i ÆEÇTh � and lower sensingcost.

For example, in the Fig. 5, each §-È�É�ÊT© of “action1” and
“action3” is “3”, and the §-È�É�ÊT© of “action2” is “1”, so the
optimal actioncanbe selectedfrom ”action1” and“action3”.
Since the sensingcost of “action3” is lower than that of
“action1”, in this case,theoptimal actionshouldbe“action3”.

E. Speedup of the Sensor Planning

If the algorithm enumeratesand checksall possiblecases,
enormous computation will be required in step (1) of the

4Since Ë_Ì�Í��
Î�ÏaÐnÑ(Ò'ÓÕÔ meansthe robot can uniquely determine three
intersections’ labels (entrance,middle, andexit intersection), in otherwords,
the robot can determine its global location by “action1” and the first row’s
sensorinformation.
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Fig. 5. An optimal action is determinedby comparing the sensinginforma-
tion’s local distance andgeometric feature. The integer representsthesensing
information. Thenumbersfrom left to right arevaluesof Ù_Ú s , ÙÛÚ v , and Ë�Ï ,
respectively. Ü�ÝuÑpÞpÌJß`à�á&â�ÝuÑpÞpÌJßE/#á�â�ÝuÑpÞpÌ�ßVÔ arevaluesof â v .

sensorplanning. To reduce the computationalcost, insteadof
simply running the

���
inferenceengineto evaluatetheaction

and sensorinformation, we compare the sensorinformation
features(include local distance and geometric feature) and
checkwhetherthey canuniquely determine a location by the
sameaction.

We will explain the method usingthe caseof Fig. 5.

(i) We comparethe sensinginformation of the ¢�£7¤�¥ that has
the sameaction from the left side to right side.For example,
the action1 corresponds to threesetsof sensinginformation.
In the first row of the sensinginformation sets(the row withãeä

of Fig. 5), sincethe first elementof rows
ã �

and
ã Å

areå å � å å
, if we get only the first sensinginformation

å å ä å å
of rowãeä

, the systemcan distinguish the sensorinformation (rowãeä
) from the other two setsof sensorinformation (rows

ã �
and

ã Å
) which have the sameaction (action1). Of course,

we can also use more sensinginformation of row
ãeä

, but
takinginto accountthesensingcost,usingonly thefirst sensing
information,

å å ä å å
, is moreefficient.

(ii) We must test the TolBef(by Eq.2) using the selectedsensing
information(

å å ä å å
) andits action,“action1”. If æEç#è éëê ì ���u�V�'Å

,
we considerthat thefirst sensinginformation(

å å ä å å
) of row

ãeä
expectedby the “action1” is sufficient to uniquely determine
a location. Otherwise,we must extend sensinginformation
from its right side 5 and test the TolBef until the conditionæ�ç#è éëê ì ���u�V�'Å

is satisfied.
(iii) Usingsteps(i) and(ii), we obtainthenarrowestsensingrange

to distinguish the other sensing information sets which is
shown in the gray region (before testing the Â }�r ÃX���

) with
the sameaction. If there are somesensinginformation sets,
corresponding to the same action, which are identical, we
cannotdistinguishthe information setsand cannotdetermine
a location uniquely asshown in Fig. 5 by the black region.

5For example, in row í
à , if
å å à å å is not sufficient, we must add the right

sideof the elements,
å å / å å or

å å /#áî/ å å .



Fig. 6. Global localization using �Á	 inference

V. EXPERIMENTS

Using the above learning and planning algorithm, we per-
formedsimulationexperimentsin an office environment (Fig.
6). We implemented the

���
learning and inference in a

MATLAB
���

Toolbox[12]. Note that we assumethat the
length of corridors ïñðò< , óôð A

and õöðø÷ is longer
thantheothercorridors.In Fig. 6,8and9, therealnumbers in
parentheses,thenumberswith blacksquares,andthenumbers
with hatchedsquaresrepresentthe probabilities of the nodes
Tail, Mid, Head, respectively. Thethresholds of thesimulation
experiments are defined as P d D * Z >¨ ù , P d D 2 Z >¨ ù , and
P d D + Z >l ù .

A. Inferencefor Localization

Initially, the robot starts from an unknown position of
the environment. As shown in Fig. 6(a), without loss of
generality, we assumethe robot starts from an intersection
9 . After finishing sensingof the corridors, the robot’s global
localization beliefs are calculatedby Eq.1. The probabilities
of

A�B�CVD
and FHG D areinferredusingthe learned

���
andthe

sensorinformation of landmarks ( �ú����� �!��" ) and geometric
feature I Y

of the intersection. The sensorinformationwhich
the robot obtained from corridors 9ûð ü is information
of two landmarks, �ý�����J�þ�#" , and the geometrical feature of
intersectionü . For example, information of two landmarks is
denotedby number “2”, andthegeometricalfeatureis denoted
by “ � ”. Hence,theconditional probability of thenode“Head”,
“Mid” is calculatedas follows:

4657AaB#CED ��FHG D M �!��� Z 2��J�þ�#" Z 2�� I Y;ZÛÿ ÿ � ÿ ÿ :
The results of the above conditional probability are shown
in Table I. Among the values (i.e., labels) of the nodes
“Head” and“Mid”, 9 and ü take themaximum probabilities.
Basedon Eq.1, the global localizationbelief is calculatedas
IXN�K ��B�Y Z >l � ] 5 *- >�� *? >V: Z *- > . Since IXN�K ��B�Y�� P d D * , the
startpointandcurrent positionaredeterminedas“D” and“C”,
respectively, and the global localization is determined. The
experiment shows if the sensorinformation is sufficient, the
robot canlocalizeitself usingthe

���
inferenceby thesensor

information of only one corridor, and so sensorplanning is
not necessary.

nodes probabilit y of the intersection’s labels
A B C D E F G H I J K L

Head 0 0 0 1.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Mid 0 0 1.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

TABLE I

THE INFERRED PROBABIL ITIES OF THE NODES HeadAND Mid IN FIG.7(A ).

nodes probabilit y of the intersection’s labels
A B C D E F G H I J K L

Head 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Mid .5714 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .4286 0

TABLE II

THE INFERRED PROBABIL ITIES OF THE NODE HeadAND Mid IN FIG.

10(A ).

B. Predictionfor SensorPlanning

However, if the sensorinformation obtained from the just
sensedcorridor is insufficient, the robot hasto perform active
sensingto gathermoresensorinformationto localizeitself. In
caseof Fig. 9, the robot startsfrom intersection9 (of course,
the robot initially does not know its global position) and
movesto intersection1 , andtheobtainedsensinginformation
is landmarks �a��� , �!�#" and geometric feature F Y

of the
intersection. We use“1” and“2” to denote thelandmarks �n���
and ���#" , respectively, andwe denote geometric feature F Y
of the intersectionby “ � ”. Using this sensorinformation, the
systemcalculatesthe following conditional probability using
the

���
. The resultsof the conditional probability areshown

in Table II.
465&A�B�CED ��FHG D M �þ��� Z *?� �!�#" Z 2��JI Y;ZÛÿ ÿ � ÿ ÿ :

The IXN�K ��B K is calculatedbasedon Eq.1, IXN�K ��B�Y Z >¨ � ]5 *? >;�ö>¨ ��� *��V: . Since IeN�K ��B K f P d D * , the robot has two
candidatelocations indicatedby a dot circle anda solid circle
asshown in Fig. 9(a). Therobot mustperform sensorplanning
to decreasethis uncertainty.

Using the sensorplanning (describedin Sec. IV-C), the
robot predictspossibleactionsand sensinginformation ex-
pected by taking the actions, based on obtained sensing
information( �ý����� �!�#"'��F Y

). Using thepredictionalgorithm,
the robot obtained¦¨§'©#ª7«&¬�© and  ®u°�± asshown in Fig. 7. The
predicted possibleactions are“turn left” and“turn right”, and
the sensorinformation predicted by the possibleactionshas
two rows, respectively.

C. Sensor Planning for Localization

Using the sensorplanning procedure (describedin Sec.IV-
D) andthespeedupmethod (described in Sec.IV-E), the robot
can determine its location basedon the sensinginformation
which is shown by the dark background in Fig. 7. The
experimentalresultsshow thatwe canobtainthesamesensing
range(marked in dark) using the sensorplanning procedure
as well as the speedup method. In Fig. 9, either the “turn
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Fig. 8. The robot cannot obtainsufficient sensorinformationfor localization
until it goesto intersection ! .

left” or “turn right” action can determine two possiblerobot
locations, but the sensingcost of “turn right” is lower than
that of “turn left” (the areaof dark region expectedby taking
the action“turn right” is smallerthan that of “turn left”). As
shown in Fig. 8, if the robot takes the “turn left” action, it
cannot localize itself until it goesto intersection õ . Hence,
theoptimalactionis “turn right” andthe robot neednot go to
the next intersection for the global localization(Fig. 9(b)).

Based on the experimental results, we verified that the
proposed learning and planning algorithms are effective for
global localizationof a mobile robot.

VI . CONCLUSION

We proposeda novel sensorplanning methodfor mobile
robot localizationusingaBayesiannetwork. The

���
structure

is learnedfrom environment databasedon the 132 algorithm
combinedwith GA. In theexecution phase,thesensorplanner
predictspossibleactionsand sensinginformation to be ob-
tainedfrom theseactions,andselectsanoptimal planby taking
into account thetrade-off betweenthegloballocalizationbelief
and the sensingcost. The

���
structure learning algorithm

andthe sensorplanning algorithmarevalidatedby simulation
experiments.
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